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FEATURES

Flip-on type plastic lens with soft PVC frame, body & ABS eyecups

APPLICATION

Best used for protection agains flying small fragments,
liquid splashes, fumes, sparks etc.

Best use in light and medium gas welding & cutting, torch brazing,
spot welding, soldering, welding observation 

Protects eyes exposed to medium level impacts

CLEANING PACKING

Clean it with the soft cloth 50 pieces

per cartoon

STANDARD :
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GW 250– Safety Goggles

FILTER IMPACT RESISTANCE WEIGHT

Shade - 5 B (120m/s) 120 g.

ANSI Z87.1, EN 166, CE

STORAGE

Do not store in direct / high heat or sunlight as this may distort
the colour

Can be stored in the dark for up to 2years

Can be stored and transported in their original cartons at ambient
temperature (0° C to +30° C)

SPECIAL FEATURES

LIGHT WEIGHT 99.9% UV

PROTECTION

CHEMICAL SPLASH

PROTECTION

MEDIUM IMPACT

RESISTANT

Soft frame conforms to facial contours for a very comfortable
fit to ensure for long time wearing

Shade 5 lens

Fully adjustable headband attached to fits most users

Lens filters out 99.9% of harmful UV light

Incredibly light, resilient, durable & over the glass 
protective eyewear for all day wear

Suitable for different work environment

Venting system that circulates air, yet prevent dust

Universal fit soft nose bridge conforms to facial contours to
ensure a comfortable fit

Lens provides medium velocity impact & splash protection
around the eyes

COMPONENT MATERIAL ADVANTAGE

Plastic

Body - PVC

Round shaped two pair lens
one is clear and the outer one is black

Soft and skin friendly with green colour

Lens

Material

OPTICAL CLASS

1

IDEAL APPLICATIONS

Furnace observation

Cutting

Grinding

Welding

Outdoor work

INDUSTRY

Oil & gas

Automotive

Pharmaceutical

Iron & steel

Power & utilities


